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Abstract. Can we find the family trees, or pedigrees, that relate the haplotypes of a group of individuals? Collecting the genealogical information for how individuals are related is a very time-consuming and
expensive process. Methods for automating the construction of pedigrees could stream-line this process.
While constructing single-generation families is relatively easy given whole genome data, reconstructing
multi-generational, possibly inbred, pedigrees is much more challenging.
This paper addresses the important question of reconstructing monogamous, regular pedigrees, where
pedigrees are regular when individuals mate only with other individuals at the same generation. This paper introduces two multi-generational pedigree reconstruction methods: one for inbreeding relationships
and one for outbreeding relationships. In contrast to previous methods that focused on the independent
estimation of relationship distances between every pair of typed individuals, here we present methods
that aim at the reconstruction of the entire pedigree. We show that both our methods out-perform
the state-of-the-art and that the outbreeding method is capable of reconstructing pedigrees at least six
generations back in time with high accuracy.
The two programs are available at http://cop.icsi.berkeley.edu/cop/.

1

Introduction

Pedigrees, or family trees, are important in computer science and in genetics. The pedigree graph
encodes all the possible Mendelian inheritance options, and provides a model for computing inheritance probabilities for haplotype or genotype data. Even thirty years after the development of
some of the first pedigree algorithms [20, 11], pedigree graphical models continue to be a challenging
graphical model to work with. Known algorithms for inheritance calculations are either exponential
in the number of individuals or exponential in the number of loci [21]. There have been numerous
and notable attempts to increase the speed of these calculations [32, 1, 12, 7, 14, 23, 9]. Recent work
from statistics has focused on fast and efficient calculations of linkage that avoid the full inheritance
calculations [5, 38]. Recent contributions to genetics from pedigree calculations include fine-scale
recombination maps for humans [8], discovery of regions linked to Schizophrenia [26], discovery of
regions linked to rare Mendelian diseases [27], and insights into the relationship between cystic
fibrosis and fertility [13].
Manual methods for constructing human pedigree graphs are very tedious. It requires careful examination of genealogical records, including marriage records, birth dates, death dates, and parental
information found in birth certificates. Medical researchers then must carefully check records for
consistency, for instance making sure that two married individuals were alive at the same time and

making sure that children were conceived while the parents were alive. This process is very time
consuming. Despite the care taken, there are sometimes mistakes [4, 25, 34].
For constructing non-human pedigrees, of diploid organisms, it is often impossible to know the
pedigree graph since there are no genealogical records [2, 6]. In this case it is particularly important
to develop methods of automatically generating pedigrees from genomic data.
The problem of reconstructing pedigrees from haplotype or genotype data is not new. The oldest
such method that the authors know of is due to Thompson [37]. Her approach is essentially a
structured machine learning approach where the aim is to find the pedigree graph that maximizes
the probability of observing the data under the pedigree model, also called the likelihood of the
pedigree. (This approach is directly analogous to maximum likelihood methods for phylogenetic
reconstruction which also try to find the phylogenetic tree that maximize the likelihood.) Notice
that this method reconstructs both the pedigree graph and the ancestral haplotypes which is a very
time-consuming step. Thus, this approach is limited to extremely small families, perhaps 4-8 people,
since the algorithms for computing the likelihood of a fixed pedigree graph are exponential [21] and
there are an exponential number of pedigree graphs to consider [35].
The current state-of-the-art method is an HMM-based approximation of the number of meioses
separating a pair of individuals [33]. This approach dispenses with any attempt to infer haplotypes
of ancestral individuals, and instead focuses on the number of generations that separate a pair of
individuals. In this approach the hidden states of the HMM represent the identity-by-descent (IBD)
of a pair of individuals. Two individuals are identical-by-descent for a particular allele if they each
have a copy of the same ancestral allele. The probability of the haplotype data is tested against a
particular type of relationship. The main draw-back of this approach is that it may estimate a set
of pair-wise relationships that are inconsistent with a single pedigree relating all the individuals.
Thatte and Steel [36] examined the problem of reconstructing arbitrary pedigree graphs from a
synthetic model of the data. Their method used an HMM model for the ancestry of each individual to
show that the pedigree can be reconstructed only if the sequences are sufficiently long and infinitely
dense. Notice that this paper uses an unrealistic model of recombination where every individual
passes on a trace of their haplotypes to all of their descendants. Kirkpatrick [18] introduced a more
simple, more general version of the reconstruction algorithm introduced by Thatte and Steel.
Attempts to construct sibling relationships are known to be NP-hard, and attempts to infer pedigrees by reconstructing ancestral haplotypes are be NP-hard. Two combinatorial versions of the
sibling relationship problem were proven to be NP-hard, both whole- and half-sibling problem formulations [2, 31]. If ancestral haplotypes are reconstructed in the process of inferring a pedigree,
as in Thompson’s structured machine learning approach, then the inheritance probabilities of data
must be computed on the pedigree graph. For instance, we might want to compute the likelihood,
or the probability of observing the data given inheritance in the pedigree. This calculation is NPhard for both genotype [29, 22] and haplotype [17] data. This means that any efficient pedigree
reconstruction method will need to find ways to avoid both these hardness problems.
Our contribution to pedigree reconstruction is two algorithms that avoid the exponential likelihood
calculations. We do this by specifically not reconstructing ancestral haplotypes and by not trying to
optimize sibling groups. We use estimates of the length of genomic regions that are shared identicalby-descent. In two related individuals, a region of the genome is identical-by-descent (IBD) if and

only if a single ancestral haplotype sequence was the source of the sequence inherited in the two
individuals. The length of IBD regions gives a statistic that accurately detects sibling relationships
at multiple generations. We have two algorithms: one for constructing inbred pedigrees (CIP) and
one for constructing outbred pedigrees (COP). For our outbreeding algorithm the statistic is testable
in polynomial time. For our inbreeding algorithm, the statistic is computable in time dependent on
the number of meioses in the predicted pedigree. Our outbreeding method works to reconstruct
at least six generations back in time. Both methods are more accurate than the state-of-the-art
method by Stankovich et al. [33].
The remainder of the paper is organized into sections on pair-wise IBD, practical reconstruction
algorithms, and results. The section on pair-wise IBD considers the expected length of a genomic
region shared between a pair of individuals. This establishes the limits of reconstruction methods
that are based only on pair-wise relationships. The section on practical algorithms introduces our
CIP and COP algorithms, which go beyond pair-wise relationships and actually use transitive
relationship information to infer a pedigree graph. The results section considers simulation results
and results running the algorithm on several HapMap Phase III populations.

2

Background

A pedigree graph has diploid individuals as nodes and edges from parents to children. The edges
are typically implicitly directed down from parent to child, without drawing the actual direction
arrow on the edge. Circle nodes are females, boxes are females. Let the generations be numbered
backwards in time, with larger numbers being older generations. Let g be the number of generations
of individuals in the graph. For example, if g = 1, then we are discussing only the extant individuals,
whereas if g = 2 the graph contains the extant individuals and their parents.
In this paper, we will only consider monogamous, regular pedigrees, where a pedigree is regular
when individuals only mate with other individuals at the same generation. Of course, a pedigree is
monogamous if and only if every individual mates with at most one other individual, so that there
are no half-siblings.
Recombination along the genome is typically modeled as a Poisson process, where the distance
between recombination breakpoints is drawn from an exponential distribution. The mean of the
exponential is a function of the recombination rate [10, 3]. This is a model for recombination without
interference, where interference means that the presence of one recombination breakpoint suppresses
the occurrence of breakpoints in neighboring regions of the sequence [24]. The simulation and
experimental results seem to support the use of the simplifying assumption made by using the
Poisson model for recombination, however relaxing this assumption might be one way to improve
on the model.

3

A Lower Bound for Pair-Wise Relationships with Out-breeding

In order to shed light on the problem we first provide a lower bound on the best that one could
do in pedigree reconstruction. Stankovich et al. [33] have been able to detect up to 3rd cousins
(or relationships of 8 total meioses). We claim that this should be near optimal in the case of an

infinite population size. Notice that in the infinite population size, there is no inbreeding. Therefore,
the graph relating people has a path-like subgraph connecting every pair of individuals (i.e. the
subgraph is a path having exactly two founders whose adjacent edges can be contracted to form a
simple path). This implies that in order to estimate pedigree graphs that are more accurate than
the conglomerate of a set of pair-wise relationship estimates, we need to exploit features of the
relationships that are not simply outbred paths between pairs of individuals. Specifically, we need
to consider sets of individuals and the graphs that connect them, and we need to consider graphs,
not paths, that connect pairs of individuals. This means that we need to be considering inbreeding
and transitive relationships (i.e. person a is related to person c through person b).
Now, we derive a lower bound on the pair-wise outbred relationships. In an infinite population,
consider two individuals i, and j, where their most recent common ancestor is g generations ago.
For instance, if g = 2 they are siblings. Note that they have two common ancestors in this case. For
general g, each individual has 2g ancestors, where exactly two of them are shared across i and j;
this is where we use the fact that the population is infinite and monogamous, since the probability
of having more than two shared ancestors is zero and monogamy ensures that there are at least two
shared ancestors.
Each of the ancestors of i and j has two haploids. Each of the haploids arrived from a different
pedigree. Consider only the haploids that arrived from the shared pedigree (the case g = 2, i.e.
siblings, is different since there there is IBD sharing on both haploids of i and j). These haploids
of i and j are generated by a random walk over the ancestors of i and j in the gth generation. The
total number of haploid ancestors in that generation is 2g for each of i and j. Out of those, four
are shared across i and j (two shared ancestors, each has two haploids). Let k be the number of
meioses separating individuals i and j, where k = 2(g − 1). For this reason, the expected number
L
= 2k−2
, where L is the length of the genome.
of bases shared between i and j is 4L
2k
On the other hand, we can calculate the average length of a shared region between the two haploids.
The number of recombinations across all generations is Poisson distributed with parameter krL,
where r is the recombination rate, L is the length of the genome. Now, the length, X, of a shared
region that originated from one of the four shared haploids is X1 + X2 where Xi ∼ exp(kr). Notice
that Xi is the length of the IBD region conditioned on starting at an IBD position. Therefore from
an arbitrary IBD position, we need to consider the length of the IBD region before arriving at that
2
. Since
position, X1 , and the length after that position, X2 . So the expected length, E[X], is kr
the probability to move from one shared haploid to another is negligible, we get that this is the
expected length of a shared region.
Now, if tk is the expected number of regions shared between two individuals separated by k meioses,
L
2
= 2k−2
we know that tk kr
, and therefore, tk = 2krL
k−1 , where rL is the expected number of recombinations after one generation. Therefore, t10 < 1 since rL = 30, and it is impossible to detect a
pair-wise relationship with high probability between 4th cousins.
This is not to say that it is impossible to accurately construct a 6-generation pedigree, only that it
is impossible to accurately construct a 6-generation pedigree from pair-wise relationship estimates.
As noted earlier, to get accuracy on deep pedigrees, we need to consider relationships on sets of
individuals, inbreeding and transitive relationships.

4

Algorithms for Constructing Pedigrees

The principle innovation of this method is to reconstruct pedigree graphs without reconstructing
the ancestral haplotypes. This is the innovation that allows this algorithm to avoid the exponential
calculation associated with inferring ancestral haplotypes, and allows the algorithm to be efficient.
The approach we employ is a generation-by-generation approach. We reconstruct the pedigree backwards in time, one generation at a time. Of course if we make the correct decisions at each generation, then we will construct the correct pedigree. However, since we use the predictions at previous
generations to help us make decisions about how to reconstruct subsequent generations, we can
accumulate errors as the algorithm proceeds backwards in time.
Given a set of extant individuals with haplotype information available, we want to reconstruct their
pedigree. We construct the pedigree recursively, one generation at a time. For example, the first
iteration consists of deciding which of the extant individuals are siblings. The next iteration would
determine which of the parents are siblings (yielding cousin relationships on the extant individuals).
At each generation, we consider a compatibility graph on the individuals at generation g, where
the nodes are individuals and the edges are between pairs of individuals that could be siblings.
The presence or absence of edges will be determined by a statistical test, discussed later. For the
moment, assume that we have such a graph.
Now, we will find sibling sets in the compatibility graph. We do this by partitioning the graph into
disjoint sets of vertices with the property that each set in the partition has many edges connecting
its vertices while there are few edges connecting vertices from separate sets in the partition. Of
course any partitioning method can be used, and later we will introduce a partitioning heuristic.
For rhetorical purposes, we will now discuss how to use a Max-Clique algorithm to partition the
graph. The graph is partitioned by the following iterative procedure. Iteratively, find the MaxClique, for all the individuals in the Max-Clique, make them siblings, by creating monogamous
parents in generation g + 1. Remove those Max-Clique individuals from the graph. Now, we can
iterate, by finding the next Max-Clique and again creating a sibling group, etc.
Next, we consider how to create the edges in the compatibility graph. Let individuals k and l be in
generation g. Recall that we have an edge in the compatibility graph if k and l could be siblings. To
determine this, we look at pairs i and j of descendants of k and l, respectively. Let ŝij be the observed
average length of shared segments between haplotyped individuals i and j. This can be computed
directly from the given haplotype data and need only be computed once as a preprocessing step for
our algorithm. Now, for a pair of individuals k and l in the oldest reconstructed generation, Xi,j is
the random variable for the length of a shared region for individuals i, j under the pedigree model
that we have constructed so far. Later, we will discuss two models for Xi,j . For now, consider the
test for the edge (k, l)
vk,l =

X
1
|D(k)||D(l)|

X (ŝij − E[Xij ])2
var(Xij )

(1)

i∈D(k) j∈D(l)

where D(k) is the set of extant individuals descended from ancestor k, and D(k) is known based
on the pedigree we have constructed up to this point. We compute vk,l , making edges when vk,l < c
for all k, l in the oldest generation, g, for some threshold c. Notice that this edge test is similar to

a χ2 test but does not have the χ2 null distribution, because the term in the sum will not actually
be normally distributed. We choose the the threshold, c, empirically by simulating many pedigrees
and choosing the threshold which provides the best reconstruction accuracy.
Now, we need to calculate E[Xi,j ] and V ar(Xi,j ). We propose two models for the random variable
Xij , the outbred model (COP) and the inbred model (CIP). The outbred, COP, model only allows
prediction of relationships between two individuals that are unrelated at all previous generations.
The inbred model, CIP, allows prediction of a relationship that relates two individuals already
related in a previous generation.
4.1

IBD Model for Constructing Outbred Pedigrees (COP)

To obtain the edges in the compatibility graph, we do a test for relationship-pairs of the form shown
in Figure 1. If a pair of extant individuals i and j are related at generation g via a single ancestor
at that generation, then the length of the regions they share IBD will be distributed according to
the sum of two exponential variables, specifically, exp(2(g − 1)λ). This is the waiting time, where
time corresponds to genome length, for a random walk to leave the state of IBD sharing. So, we
have Xij = X1 + X2 where Xi ∼ exp(2(g − 1)λ). Once again, we must consider the sum of the
two exponential random variables, just as we did in Section 3. Due to these random variables being
exponentially distributed, we can quickly analytically compute E[Xij ] and V ar(Xij ). Of course, the
edges created respect the outbreeding constraint, such that a pair of individuals, k and l at the gth
generation can only have an edge between them in the compatibility graph if none of the extant
individuals in D(k) and D(l) are related to each other at a previous generation.

k

l
g generations
with 2g − 2 meioses
between i and j

i

j

Fig. 1. Pair of Individual Related at Generation g. To test whether individuals k and l are siblings at generation
g, we look at the distribution on the length of genetic regions shared IBD between all pairs of i and j descended from
k and l, respectively.

4.2

IBD Model for Constructing Inbred Pedigrees (CIP)

We will do a random-walk simulation to allow for inbreeding, resulting in an algorithm with exponential running-time. The number of states in the IBD process is exponential in the number of
meioses in the graph relating individuals i and j. So, the random-walk simulation is exponential in
the size of the inferred pedigree.
For individuals k and l in generation g, and their respective descendants i and j, we consider the case
given in Figure 2. The triangles represent the inferred sub-pedigree containing all the descendants

of the individual at the point of the triangle, and individuals at the base of the triangle are extant
individuals. Note that the triangles may overlap, indicating shared ancestry at an earlier generation
(i.e. inbreeding).

Fig. 2. Test Case. Specific individuals in the pedigree are indicated with either circles or squares. The triangle
represents all the descendants of a particular individual. This represents the case where individuals i and j are cousins
via the oldest generation.

Brief Description of the IBD Simulation. Let Xi,j be the length of a shared region based on the
pedigree structure of the model. In order to estimate this quantity, we can sample random walks
in the space of inheritance possibilities. Specifically, consider the inheritance of alleles at a single
position in the genome. When there are n non-founder individuals, define an inheritance vector as
a vector containing 2n bits, where each pair of bits, 2i and 2i + 1, represents the grand-parental
origin of individual i’s two alleles. Specifically, bit 2i represents the maternal allele and is zero if
the grand-paternal allele was inherited and is one otherwise. Similarly, bit 2i + 1 represents the
paternal allele of individual i. The set of possible inheritance vectors comprise the 22n vertices of
a 2n-dimensional hypercube, where n is the number of non-founders in the pedigree. A random
walk on the hypercube represents the recombination process by choosing the inheritance vectors of
neighboring regions of the genome.
Given an inheritance vector, we can model the length, in number of positions, of the genomic region
that is inherited according to that inheritance vector. The end of that genomic region is marked
by a recombination in some individual, and constitutes a change in the inheritance vector. The
random walk on the hypercube models the random recombinations, while the length of genomic
regions are modeled using an exponential distribution. This model is the standard Poisson model
for recombinations. Details can be found below.
Poisson Process. Given a pedigree and individuals of interest i and j, we will compute the distribution on the length of shared regions. Here we mean sharing to be a contiguous region of the genome
for which i and j have at least one IBD allele at each site.
We can model the creation of a single zygote (i.e. haplotype) as a Poisson process along the genome
where the waiting time to the next recombination event is exponentially distributed with intensity
λ = −ln(1 − θ) where θ is the probability of recombination per meiosis (i.e. per generation, per
chromosome) between a pair of neighboring loci. For example, if we think of the genome as being
composed of 3000 blocks with each block being 1Mb in length and the recombination rate θ = 0.01

between each pair of neighboring blocks, then we would expect 30 recombinations per meiosis, and
the corresponding intensity for the Poisson process is λ = 0.01.
Now, we have 2n meioses in the pedigree, with each meiosis creating a zygote, where n is the
number of non-founder individuals. Notice that at a single position in the genome, each child has
two haplotypes, and each haplotype chooses one of the two parental alleles to copy. These choices are
represented in an inheritance vector, a binary vector with 2n entries. The 22n possible inheritance
vectors are the vertices of a 2n-dimensional hypercube. We can model the recombination process as
a random walk on the hypercube with a step occurring each time there is a recombination event.
The waiting time to the next step is drawn from exp(2nλ), the meiosis is drawn uniformly from
the 2n possible meioses, and a step taken in the dimension that represents the chosen meiosis. The
equilibrium distribution of this random walk is uniform over all the 22n vertices of the hypercube.
Detailed IBD Simulation. Recall that we are interested in the distribution of the length of a region
that is IBD. Recall that IBD is defined as the event that a pair of alleles are inherited from the
same founder allele. For individuals i and j, let D be the set of hypercube vertices that result in i
and j sharing at least one allele IBD. Given x0 a hypercube vertex drawn uniformly at random from
D, we can compute the hitting time to the first non-IBD vertex by considering the random walk
restricted to D ∪ {d} where d is an aggregate state of all the non-IBD vertices. The hitting time to
d is the quantity of interest. In addition, we also need to consider the length of the shared region
before reaching x0 , which is the time reversed version of the same process, for the same reason that
we summed two exponential random variables while computing the lower bound in Section 3.
1
when
The transition matrix for this IBD process is easily obtained as P r[xi+1 = u|xi = v] = 2n
vertices u and v differ by exactly one coordinate, and P r[x
P i+1 = u|xi = v] = 0 otherwise. Transitions
to state d are computed as P r[xi+1 = d|xi = u] = 1 − v∈D P r[xi+1 = v|xi = u].

Now we can either analytically compute the hitting time distribution or estimate the distribution
by simulating paths of this random walk. Since the number of IBD states may be exponential, it
may be computationally infeasible to find eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the transition matrix [10].
We choose to simulate this random walk and estimate the distribution. This simulation is at worst
exponential in the number of individuals.

4.3

Heuristic Graph Partitioning Method

The Max-Clique algorithm was only used to illustrate the graph partitioning method. For both the
COP and CIP algorithms we use an efficient heuristic for partitioning the vertices of the compatibility
graph. This method is beneficial, because it looks for densely connected sets of vertices, rather than
cliques, which allows for missing edges.
The algorithm is used to partition the vertices, V (Gg ), of graph Gg , into a partition P = {P1 , P2 , ..., PC },
where Pi ∩ Pj = ∅ for all i, j, and V (Gg ) = ∪C
i=1 Pi . For a given partition set, let Ei be the edges of
the subgraph induced by vertices Pi . We wish to find a partition such that each set in the partition
is
of vertices. The objective function is to find a partition that maximizes
PaC clique or quasi-clique
|Pi |
(a
+
1)|E
|
−
where
a = 0.1 is a parameter
of the algorithm. This objective function is
i
i=1
2


PC
|Pi |
chosen, because it is equivalent to i=1 a|Ei | −
2 − |Ei | , where the term in parentheses is the

number of missing edges in the clique. Details of the partitioning method can be found in Karp and
Li [16].
The running-time of this graph-partitioning heuristic largely determines the running-time of the
pedigree reconstruction algorithm. The partitioning algorithm runs in polynomial time in the size
of the graph, if the size of each set in the partition is constant. The step of creating the graph is
polynomial in the size of the previous generation graph. Clearly it is possible, if no relationships are
found, for the size of the graph at each generation to double. So, in the worst case, this algorithm
is exponential. However, in practice this method performs quite quickly for constructing eightgeneration pedigrees on large inputs.
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction under High Inbreeding. Here the pedigrees were simulated with a fixed population size of
n = 10 individuals per generation. Over multiple generations, this results in a high level of inbreeding. The inaccuracy
on the y-axis is measured by computing the kinship distance. (Reconstruction accuracy of 50 simulated pedigrees were
averaged.)

Pedigrees were simulated using a variant of the Wright-Fisher model with monogamy. The model
has parameters for a fixed population size, n, a Poisson number of offspring λ, and a number of
generations g. In each generation g, the set of ng individuals is partitioned into ng /2 pairs, and
for each pair we randomly decide on a number of offspring using the Poisson distribution with
expectation λ = 3.
The human genome was simulated as 3,000 regions, each of length 1Mb, with recombination rate
0.01 between each region and where each founder haplotype had a unique allele for each region.
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction under Less Inbreeding. Pedigrees here were simulated with a population size of n = 50.
The y-axis show inaccuracy measured by kinship distance. (Reconstruction accuracy of 50 simulated pedigrees were
averaged.)

The assumption here is that IBD information can be given as input to our method. This is not
highly restrictive, since if two individuals have some phasing of their genotypes for which there
is a common haplotype for a 1Mb region (typically 500 SNPs), they are likely IBD. Notice that
Stankovich et al. require haplotypes as input to their method [33], which can be thought of as a
form of IBD input.
In each experiment we end up having the true pedigree generated by the simulation, as well as an
estimated pedigree. We evaluate the accuracy of the estimated pedigree by comparing the kinship
matrices of the two pedigrees. Kinship is a model-based quantity defined as the frequency of IBD
allele-sharing between a pair of individuals in a pedigree (averaged over the alleles of each individual). Since both pedigrees have the same set of haplotyped individuals, the comparison we consider
is an L1 distance between the kinship estimates of those individuals. Let K P and K Q be the kinship
matrices of the actual pedigree P and the estimated pedigree Q, respectively. Then the evaluation
method is
X
Q
P
|Ki,j
− Ki,j
|
i<j

for haplotyped individuals i and j.
Selecting Parameters. Notice that there is some interaction between setting threshold c for creating
edges in the compatibility graph and the parameter a for how much the quasi-cliques can differ from
actual cliques. For a fixed choice of parameter a, we simulated pedigrees and reconstructed them
in order to choose the threshold c that gave the best performance. There is competition between
how much the quasi-cliques differ from cliques, i.e. how large a is, and the permissiveness of the
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction for Deep Pedigrees. Pedigrees here were simulated with a population size of n = 400.
(Reconstruction accuracy of 50 simulated pedigrees were averaged.)

edge-creation threshold. The larger a is the fewer edges must be created and the smaller c must
be in order to maintain accuracy. (Data not shown.) However, for both algorithms we find that
a = 0.01 and c = 0.7 yield the best performance.
Accuracy of COP versus CIP. We compare the COP and CIP methods on inbred pedigree simulations with high and moderate inbreeding, respectively n = 10 and n = 50, in Figures 3 and 4.
These figures show the kinship-based inaccuracy on the y-axis and the number of generations in
the reconstructed pedigree on the x-axis. As the depth of the estimated pedigree increases the error
in the kinship of the estimated pedigree increases. However the accuracy is still much better than
the accuracy of a randomly constructed pedigree, which is the highest, i.e. worst, line in each figure. CIP performs better on more inbred populations, which we would expect from the modeling
assumptions. The running time on the 50 replicates of the n = 50 pedigree was 455.32s for COP
and 1818.56s for CIP as a total running-time for all the simulated generation sizes.
Size of Reconstructed Pedigrees. Both the COP and CIP methods can reconstruct pedigree with
four generations. The COP method for outbred pedigrees can reconstruct pedigrees going back
to the most-recent common ancestor of the extant individuals. Provided with enough individuals,
the method can construct pedigrees many generation deep. For example, given 400 individuals the
method can construct 6 generations. As Figure 5 shows, the performance relative to a random
reconstruction method is very good and so is the variance of the COP reconstruction method.
Comparison with GBIRP. We compare our two methods with the state-of-the-art method, called
GBIRP, by Stankovich et al. [33]. Since GBIRP is limited to small pedigrees, we compare the methods on three-generation simulated pedigrees with population size n = 10. The simulated pedigrees
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Fig. 6. Comparison with GBIRP on Inbred Simulations. The three-generation pedigrees here were simulated
with n = 10 extant individuals, since GBIRP could not process larger pedigrees. The accuracy of 1000 simulated
pedigrees were computed and plotted. Here the CIP method performs the best, i.e. closest to zero on both plots.

are connected graphs, so we can look at two accuracy measures, relationships that are mis-specified
and relationships that should have been predicted but where not. GBIRP predicts meiosis distance,
gij , between pairs of individuals, i, j, without inferring pedigree relationships. In order to compare
GBIRP with the actual pedigree, we extract the minimum number of meiosis, aij , separating every
pair of individuals i and j in the simulated pedigree. From our predicted pedigrees, we again extract
a minimum meiosis distance pi,j . Now can
the actual and predicted
P
P compute L1 distances between
meiosis distances. These quantities are i<j:gi,j 6=∞ |ai,j − gi,j |, and i<j:pi,j 6=∞ |ai,j − pi,j |. This is
the number of meioses, or edges in the pedigree graph, which are wrong on paths connecting all
pairs of extant individuals. This is plotted in the left panels of Figures 6 and 7. Now, for a pair
of extant individuals, there is always some relationship in the simulated pedigree, since it is a connected graph. But it is possible
inference algorithms did not predict a relationship.
P that one of theP
Specifically this quantity is i<j:gi,j =∞ 1, and i<j:pi,j =∞ 1, and it is plotted in the right panel of
both figures.
Figure 6 was done with the simulation method described above. However, in Figure 7, to obtain
pedigrees with even more outbreeding, a large population size was simulated and a connected subpedigree with the desired number of extant individuals was extracted from the large simulation.
Notice that with more inbred pedigrees, under this measure of accuracy, the CIP algorithm performs
superior to both the COP and the GBIRP methods. The accuracy of COP and CIP increase on the
inbred data as compared to the outbred data, perhaps because inbreeding increases the apparent
IBD making relationships easier to detect.
Relationships in the HapMap and Wellcome Trust Data. A recent paper by Pemberton et al. [28]
reported many familial relationships among MKK individuals in HapMap and few relationships
among the CEU and YRI individuals. The method they used did not reconstruct pedigrees, but
estimated pair-wise relationships. As a follow-up to their study, we ran our method on the parents
of the CEU and YRI trios (for which Pemberton et al. found no relationships) and on the unrelated MKK individuals (for which Pemberton, et al. found 9 first degree relationships). Our results
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Fig. 7. Comparison with GBIRP on Outbred Simulations. The three-generation pedigrees here were simulated
with n = 10 extant individuals, since GBIRP could not process larger pedigrees. Here, the simulated pedigree relating
the extant individuals was outbred. The accuracy of 1000 simulated pedigrees were computed and plotted. All methods
perform better than they did on the inbred data set. Over all, the COP method performs best on the outbred data.

contradicted theirs in that we found no evidence of first degree relationships among the MKK individuals and evidence of 2nd and 4rd cousin relationships in the YRI and CEU, respectively. We
also ran our method on the Wellcome Trust individuals having at least 85% identity by state (IBS)
and found that some individuals look like 2nd cousins.
Taking the data from the individuals of interest, between every pair of people we inferred IBD
states (0,1, or 2 alleles shared IBD) along the genome and gave those predictions as input to our
reconstruction method. To infer IBD, we used a method applied to consecutive, non-overlapping
1Mb windows of the genome: if the two individuals are homozygous for the same alleles across the
window, then the IBD state is two shared alleles; if the two individuals have some phasing of the
window such that one haplotype can be shared in the region, then the IBD state is one shared
allele. Note, that since our reconstruction method takes the IBD predictions as input, a more
sophisticated method may be used, such as the HMM used by Plink [30] or the hashing method
used by GERMLINE [15]. However, we believe that this simple method is sufficient, because it is
unlikely for a pair of non-IBD individuals to share a haplotype for a whole 1Mb region.
Our reconstruction method infers the average length of shared regions between every pair of individuals from the input IBD states. For fixed IBD states, there are multiple sets of shared segments
that can explain the IBD states. However, if we assume that segments can only begin and end at
transitions from one IBD state to another, then the number of shared segments is fixed. Since the
sum of the lengths of the shared segments is also fixed, the expected length of the shared segments
is the same regardless of the particular explanation chosen. The variance is not the same, but the
edge test only depends on the expectation. Therefore, the estimation of average length of shared
regions from the IBD states is straightforward.
For the MKK, CEU, and YRI HapMap individuals, we ran our COP reconstruction method. For
the MKK unrelated individuals, we found some individuals related who are 3rd cousins and related
by a 5th generation ancestor. For the CEU individuals, we found some individuals related by a 6th

generation ancestor, meaning they are 4th cousins. For the YRI individuals, we found 2nd cousins.
These results are not consistent with the results found by Pemberton et al [28]. This can be explained
by possible errors in the inferences made by the method of Pemberton et al., by our method, or
both. We found that some of the first-degree relatives predicted by Pemberton et al. in the MKK
individuals did not pass close inspection of the data. For example, true parent-child pairs must
share a whole chromosome by Mendelian inheritance, since the child inherits a chromosome from
the parent. This sharing happens regardless of the transmitted chromosome being recombinant.
Several parent-child pairs predicted by Pemberton et al. had many 1Mb regions in disagreement,
and had 30 disagreeing SNPs out of 500 SNPs in a typical window. Furthermore there is a set
of three individuals, two pairs of which they predicted to be full siblings, yet the third pair of
individuals was not predicted to be siblings. Since full sibling relationships must be transitive, there
is clearly an error in their prediction.
Taking the individuals from the Wellcome Trust data that have at least 85% identity-by-state (IBS)
with some other individual, we ran our IBD inference method on the genotypes and ran the COP
reconstruction method on the IBD inferences. We found some 2nd cousins, meaning individuals
related via some 4th generation ancestor.
For all these results, it should be noted that every relationship prediction method has difficulty
making reliable predictions. Our method is heavily dependent on accurate IBD predictions and can
be misled by genotyping errors. Such errors lead our method to under-predict rather than overpredict relationships, since our simple determination of IBD is disrupted by a single dis-agreeing
SNP. Indeed, it is important not to phase the genotypes before predicting IBD, since the phasing
process can lead to incorrectly imputed missing genotypes and disrupted IBD estimates. It is quite
possible that all relationship prediction methods are very sensitive to genotyping errors. Due to
these difficulties, we believe that these aspects of relationship prediction should continue to be
investigated.

6

Discussion

The reconstruction of pedigrees from haplotype data is undoubtedly a natural question of interest
to the scientific community. Reconstructing very small families, or first generation relationships
is a relatively easy task, but reconstructing a full inbred pedigree involving a few generations is
inherently difficult since the traces left in our genomes by an ancestor drops exponentially with the
distance to the ancestor. Here, we proposed a reconstruction method for pedigrees given haplotype
data from the most recent generation. We use a generation-by-generation pedigree reconstruction
approach that takes haplotype data as input and finds the pedigree(s) that relate the individuals.
Notably, our methods are the first to reconstruct multi-generational pedigrees, rather than a set of
pair-wise relationships which may not be consistent with each other.
We present two methods of inferring the pedigrees that relate the input haplotypes. Both our
methods proceed from the bottom of the pedigree towards the top. The main difference between
our methods is that in CIP we assume an inbreeding model, and in COP we assume an outbreeding
model. We show that our methods perform considerably better than the state of the art.
One of the basic questions that we ask is how many generations back would it be possible to
reconstruct a pedigree. By simulations, we show that one can reconstruct at least fifth cousins with

some accuracy. Furthermore, we obtain a lower bound showing that given two individuals with the
most-recent-common ancestor being five generations back there is a constant probability for the two
not to share any genomic region inherited from the common ancestor. This bound obviously does
not apply to inbred pedigrees or to multi-way relationships (i.e. rather than pair-wise relationships,
consider relationships on a set of individuals). One of the open problems naturally arising from this is
whether our lower bound can be extended to the case of inbreeding and to multi-way relationships.
More generally, a major challenge would be to understand what are the limitations of pedigree
reconstruction and under which conditions.
We note that our methods and analysis are limited to a restricted scenario in which there is
monogamy and the generations are synchronous. If monogamy is broken then our approach will
not work since the sibling relationships in the compatibility graph at each level will not be a simple
partition. It is plausible that a different graph formulation may still provide an accurate solution to
more complex pedigrees, however the exact formulation that will resolve such pedigrees is currently
unknown and is left as an open challenge.
There are significant open challenges with pedigree reconstruction. For example, it would be nice
to obtain confidence values on the inferred pedigree edges. However this seems very difficult, even if
we can draw pedigrees from the posterior distribution of pedigree structures given the data. Since
edges in a pedigree are not labeled, obtaining confidence values for a pedigree P would translate to:
drawing pedigree samples, Q, from the distribution, identifying the edges in P and Q that provide
the same relationships, and scoring the edges of P according to the probability of pedigree Q. As
discussed in Kirkpatrick et al. [19], the second step, identifying the edges in P and Q that provide
the same relationships, is a hard problem.
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